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Abstract

Biotechnology is often presented as if progress in the past two decades represented a major success, but the rea
different. For example, ten major classes of antibiotics were discovered between 1935 and 1963, but after 1963 there
just one, the oxazolidones. To illustrate the possibilities of doing better by taking account of the real behaviour of m
systems, we can examine how one might modify the activity of an enzyme in the cell (for example by genetic manip
or by the action of an inhibitor, etc.) to satisfy a technological aim. For example, if the objective is to eliminate a pe
might suppose that the effect of an inhibitor could be to depress an essential flux to a level insufficient for life, or to r
concentration of an intermediate to a toxic level. The former may seem the more obvious, but the latter is easier to a
practice, and there are some excellent examples of industrial products that work in that way, such as the herbicide ‘R
and antimalarials of the quinine class. A study of glycolysis in the parasiteTrypanosoma brucei (which causes African sleepin
sickness) indicates that for this approach to work the selected target enzyme must have a substrate with a concentra
not limited by stoichiometric constraints. That is not necessarily easy to find in a complicated system, and typically n
metabolic network to be analysed in the computer.To cite this article: A. Cornish-Bowden, M.L. Cárdenas, C. R. Biologies
326 (2003).
 2003 Académie des sciences. Published by Éditions scientifiques et médicales Elsevier SAS. All rights reserved.

Résumé

L’analyse métabolique dans la conception des nouveaux médicaments. La biotechnologie est souvent présentée com
si les nouvelles technologies des deux dernières décennies constituaient une réussite éclatante, mais la réalité est to
exemple, entre 1935 et 1963, on a découvert dix classes majeures d’antibiotiques ; depuis 1963 on n’en a découvert qu
les oxazolidones. Pour illustrer les possibilités d’amélioration des résultats en tenant compte du comportement des
métaboliques, nous pouvons examiner comment on peut modifier l’activité d’une enzyme dans la cellule (soit par man
génétique, soit par l’action d’un inhibiteur, etc.) pour satisfaire des objectifs biotechnologiques. Par exemple, si le
d’éliminer une peste, on peut imaginer que l’effet d’un inhibiteur puisse être d’abaisser un flux essentiel en dessous d’
indispensable à la vie ou d’augmenter la concentration d’un métabolite à un niveau toxique. Le premier semble êtr
évident, mais le second est plus facile à réaliser dans la pratique, et on a d’excellents exemples de produits indus
importants qui fonctionnent ainsi, comme le « Roundup », utilisé comme herbicide, ou la quinine, comme médicame
le paludisme. Une étude de la glycolyse dans le parasiteTrypanosoma brucei (responsable de la maladie de sommeil) indiq
que, pour que cette approche soit efficace, il faut choisir comme cible une enzyme pour laquelle la concentration du
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ompliqué,
ne soit pas limitée par des relations stœchiométriques. Ceci n’est pas forcément facile à trouver dans un système c
et nécessite typiquement une analyse métabolique par ordinateur.Pour citer cet article : A. Cornish-Bowden, M.L. Cárdenas,
C. R. Biologies 326 (2003).
 2003 Académie des sciences. Published by Éditions scientifiques et médicales Elsevier SAS. All rights reserved.
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Although the human genome project is yieldi
clues to thousands of new targets for drug developm
[1], selecting suitable targets is not easy, as we ana
here, and requires a systemic approach, i.e. one
recognizes that enzymes are organized into metab
systems. Despite the triumphalism implicit in titl
such as ‘Intelligent drug design’ [2] or ‘Drug disco
ery’ [3] for supplements in Nature and Science, th
is now increasing recognition that intelligent drug d
sign (or drug design tout court) remains something
the future, so that an industry analyst could recen
write that ‘any regular reader cannot avoid being i
pressed by the startling failure of the pharmaceut
research effort’ [4]. Most currently prescribed antib
otics (and a good fraction of other drugs) are de
atives of agents in clinical use for 30 years or m
[5], but this may appear less surprising when cons
ered in the light of the low level of attention given
metabolism. The discovery of new classes of ant
otics has now virtually ceased—ten major classes
covered between 1935 and 1963; one class, the
zolidones, since then—despite the urgent need for
antibiotics created by broad resistance to almost
existing ones by hospital-adapted pathogenic bact
In spite of genetic engineering, combinatorial che
istry, bioinformatics and so on, the impact of the h
man genome project on drug discovery has been
appointing.

Unfortunately ‘intelligent drug design’, at least
understood by authors who use the term, appears
to include the idea that what cells do is metaboli
and a major thing drugs are supposed to do is
alter metabolism: of the 500 current targets 3
are enzymes and 45% are receptors [6]. To fo
metabolism when discussing strategies for drug de
[2] or drug discovery [3] (these two supplemen
barely mention metabolism) is a mistake.

Taking a broader view of biotechnology beyo
the development of drugs, efforts to improve yie
t

t

of industrial processes by overexpressing the
zymes thought to catalyse rate-limiting steps h
been equally ineffective. As long ago as 1989 it w
known from experiment that overexpressing phosp
fructokinase in fermenting yeast by 250% had no p
ceptible effect on the flux to ethanol [7], a result sub
quently confirmed in other organisms, but this kno
edge did not prevent the investment of vast amount
money in similarly fruitless quests. In 1989 one co
perhaps have explained the absence of known ex
ples of success in terms of commercial secrecy,
a decade later the only plausible explanation mus
that no examples are known because no example
ist.

It is known from theoretical considerations [8]
well as experiments such as those in fermenting y
[7] just mentioned, that increasing metabolic fluxes
significant amounts is very difficult. Decreasing the
is easier, but still more difficult than one might hop
However, metabolite concentrations are much less
ble than fluxes, and respond far more sensitively
perturbations in enzyme activities. This generalizat
is proving very helpful for probing the functions o
supposedly silent genes [9] and it also suggests
pharmacological effects due to changes in meta
lite concentration may be much easier to achieve t
ones that require significant changes in fluxes. S
nificantly, ‘Roundup’ (N -phosphonomethylglycine
commercially by far the most successful of all her
cides, owes its effect to its capacity to raise the c
centration of shikimate several hundredfold [10], a
quinine, one of the more successful antimalarial dru
likewise acts by increasing the concentration of ha
in treated parasites to toxic levels [11]. Lithium, ve
effective in the treatment of manic depression, app
to exert its effect by decreasing the level of inosi
[12]. Studying how such effects are brought about m
offer a useful introduction to how intelligent drug d
sign may one day become a reality. All three of t
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substances mentioned act by inhibiting enzymes,
all behave as uncompetitive inhibitors.

The common inhibition types are easily confused
experiments in the spectrophotometer, with the re
that cases of mixed inhibition are frequently repor
as competitive. However, steady-state experimen
substrate and product concentrations that are dec
and fixed by the experimenter are very misleading
a model of inhibition in vivo, where concentratio
are not fixed at all, and certainly not by an exter
agent such as an experimenter. For a typical enz
that catalyses a reaction in the middle of a metab
pathway it is a better approximation (though still n
exact) to consider that the rate is fixed and that
substrate and products are adjusted by the enzy
that use them to whatever values will sustain
appropriate flux. In these conditions competitive a
uncompetitive inhibition become very different fro
one another [13] and the uncompetitive compon
becomes the main determinant of the response o
system to a mixed inhibitor.

These points are illustrated in Fig. 1. When the
hibition is competitive (Fig. 1c), effects on both flu
and metabolite concentrations are very slight, but
become much larger when the inhibition is unco
petitive (Fig. 1d). In the latter case, the slopes
small at very low inhibitor concentrations, but the s
nificant curvature causes the lines to become rap
much steeper as the inhibitor concentration increa
The essential point is that a molecule that compe
with a substrate is a molecule that a substrate can c
pete with, and so the effect of a competitive inhibi
can be nullified by relatively minor adjustments of t
concentrations of substrates and products around
inhibited enzyme. By contrast, effects of uncompe
tive inhibitor are potentiated by the variations in su
strate that they generate, and fairly modest levels o
hibition may therefore produce huge changes in s
strate concentration. It is essentially this kind of
fect that is exploited by Roundup, which inhibits
phosphoshikimate 1-carboxyvinyltransferase, unc
petitively with respect to 3-phosphoshikimate [10].

Fig. 1b shows the effects of varying enzyme ac
ity without necessarily implying the presence of an
hibitor. In the basal state (point L on the curve), sm
variations in the activity ofE5 are almost without ef
fect: in relative terms, the effect on the flux is on
13% of the variation in enzyme activity. However,
the time the activity is decreased to about one-th
(point M, corresponding approximately to the point
Fig. 1d, where the steady state is lost) changes in
are almost exactly proportional to changes in enzy
activity. On the other hand, if the basal activity h
been twofold higher (point N), the system could sta
quite large changes in activity in either direction w
almost no effect on the flux. This type of curve e
plains why organisms can usually tolerate quite la
losses of activity of many enzymes with almost no
fect on phenotype, as studied for example in the c
text of mitochondrial diseases [14,15].

Designing an inhibitor with significant uncompe
itive character is a much more difficult task than d
signing a competitive inhibitor, because it cannot j
be a substrate analogue. This difficulty is not an
equate reason for not attempting it, however, beca
solving a difficult task is likely to be more rewardin
than solving an easy task if its solution is potentia
useful and the solution to the easy problem potenti
useless. Nonetheless, the systemic context of the
bition always needs to be considered because ther
at least two circumstances where uncompetitive in
bition may not be much more effective than compe
tive.

The first of these is that some enzymes do
in vivo in environments resembling the consta
concentration conditions of the spectrophotome
an enzyme that acts on glucose at the beginnin
a minor pathway, for example, will have very litt
effect on the glucose concentration in any ordin
conditions, because that is determined by controls
the major glucose-using pathways like glycolysis a
glycogen synthesis; such an enzyme can there
be treated like an enzyme in a spectrophotome
and will respond to competitive inhibition as read
as to uncompetitive inhibition, unless feedback loo
ensure that its activity responds to demand for
product of the minor pathway, in which case it m
largely ignore any kind of inhibitor.

The second point is that as an uncompetit
inhibitor can only have an important effect in viv
if the metabolite concentrations can increase b
large amount, in practice many potential targets m
not fulfil this requirement because of stoichiomet
constraints: a metabolite concentration can only sh
a large response to changes in the activities of enzy
that consume it or produce it if it is largely fre
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Fig. 1. Effects of inhibition on an enzyme in the middle of a long pathway. Panel (a) shows a pathway of ten reactions converting
materialX0 into a sink metaboliteX10 via nine intermediatesS1, S2, . . . , S9. The concentrations ofX0 andX10 are assumed to be 10 an
0 (arbitrary units) respectively, and those of the intermediates are those necessary to achieve a steady state. Each enzyme aparE5 is
assumed to follow reversible Michaelis–Menten kinetics with limiting rate 10 in the forward direction, equilibrium constant 5 in favou
forward direction, and Michaelis constants 1 and 5 for the forward and reverse reactions, respectively. In the case ofE5, competitive inhibition
was simulated by replacing the Michaelis constants for both directions by apparent values obtained by multiplying by a factor(1+ [I ]/Kic),
where[I ] is the inhibitor concentration andKic = 1; uncompetitive inhibition was simulated by replacing both limiting rates and Micha
constants for both directions by apparent values obtained by multiplying by a factor(1+ [I ]/Kiu), where[I ] is the inhibitor concentration an
Kiu = 1. Panel (b) shows the dependence of the flux through the pathway in the absence of inhibition on the activity ofE5 relative to the basa
state (point L). The point N illustrates how the flux would depend on enzyme activity if the basal activity were twofold higher. Panel (c
the effect of a competitive inhibitor on the flux through the pathway and on the concentrations of the substrate(S4) and product(S5) of E4.
Metabolites earlier in the pathway behave likeS4, and those later in the pathway likeS5, but in both cases with smaller slopes. Panel (d) sh
the corresponding effect of an uncompetitive inhibitor. No steady state could be reached in the grey region at inhibitor concentrations
The point labelled L refers to the same state as the point labelled L in panel (b); the point labelled M refers to a state similar to that of
labelled M in panel (b). The labelling of the left-hand ordinate axis in panel (c) applies also to panel (d), and the labelling of the rig
ordinate axis in panel (d) applies also to panel (c). Note that although there is not a great difference between uncompetitive and c
inhibition in vitro, the difference can be dramatic in vivo [13].
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from stoichiometric constraints. Some constraints
obvious from inspection: for example, in a cell wi
a fixed total NAD concentration the concentratio
of neither reduced nor oxidized NAD can exce
the fixed total. However, much more complicat
constraints may also exist, and identifying these m
require stoichiometric analysis by computer.

Glycolysis in Trypanosoma brucei (Fig. 2), illus-
trates all of these points. It not only provides an exa
ple of a stoichiometric relationship that one would
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Fig. 2. The glycolytic pathway in bloodstream formTrypanosoma
brucei. There are four compartments, labelled Host blood, Cyto
Glycosome and Mitochondrion. Dihydroxyacetone phosphate
glycerol 3-phosphate diffuse between the glycosome and the
tosol, but the two transport steps are not explicitly shown; g
erol 3-phosphate is reoxidized under aerobic conditions to d
droxyacetone phosphate on the membrane of the mitochond
‘GROWTH’ represents all of the steps in the rest of metabolism
are driven by dephosphorylation of ATP. Each of the metabolites
belled∗ is counted once in the stoichiometric constraint discus
in the text; each of those labelled∗∗ is counted twice. Of the poten
tial targets for a drug, the step labelled ‘Pyruvate transporter’ is
only one that escapes elimination for the reasons discussed i
text.

unlikely to discover by inspection, but it is also a ve
attractive system to model in the computer for seve
other reasons.T. brucei is responsible for a diseas
of major economic importance, African sleeping sic
ness, and is thus a major focus of research into trop
diseases. Its bloodstream form has possibly the s
plest metabolism of any known organism, glycoly
accounting for nearly all of its metabolic activity, wit
glucose its only energy source [16,17]. There is the
fore some hope that it may be possible to model
sentially the whole of its metabolism in the compu
with experimentally determined parameters for all
enzymes. Not only that, but most of the currently av
able kinetic data come from a single research gr
working to high standards, so variations due to a
trary differences between the conditions used in dif
ent laboratories are largely avoided. All of this allow
the construction of a computer model [18,19] tha
about 60% complete, in the sense that it includes a
60% of the experimentally determined values that
ideal model would contain. With the possible exce
tion of models of the human erythrocyte [20] no oth
metabolic model even approaches this degree of c
pleteness.

Although at first sight the model in Fig. 2 sugge
numerous potential targets for drug design, metab
simulations have shown that the real number of u
ful targets is much smaller: in practice only one, t
pyruvate transporter. Computer analysis of the mo
in Fig. 2 revealed four distinct stoichiometric co
straints on the metabolite concentrations. (The ma
algebra necessary to arrive at the stoichiometric r
tionships systematically is explained elsewhere [2
Three of these—the sums of the concentrations of
idized and reduced NAD in the glycosome, of ad
nine nucleotides in the glycosome, and of adenine
cleotides in the cytosol—are obvious from inspecti
but the fourth, involving the metabolites marked by
terisks in the scheme, is not. It includes most of
transferable phospho groups in the glycosome, but
all of them: 3-phosphoglycerate is not involved, a
1,3-bisphosphoglycerate is counted only once e
though it has two transferable phospho groups; it a
includes cytosolic dihydroxyacetone phosphate
glycerol 3-phosphate (but not other cytosolic mo
cules, such as cytosolic ATP). Once recognized,
relationship can be rationalized as representing
part of the glycosomal phosphate pool that is not
counted for by uptake of inorganic phosphate and
port of 3-phosphoglycerate.

The existence of the stoichiometric constraints m
appear to be of purely academic interest, but t
have a practical importance as well, because t
place severe restrictions on the possible target
an inhibitor intended to destroy the trypanosome
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acting in a similar way to Roundup in plants. As t
four constraints involve nearly all of the metabolit
in the glycosome, they rule out many of the enzym
as useful targets for uncompetitive inhibition. Of t
few that remain, all but the pyruvate transporter
ruled out by other considerations [19], so that inste
of the wealth of potential targets suggested by vis
inspection of Fig. 2 there is in reality just one. Un
recently we overlooked a paper that bears directly
this point, and suggested the pyruvate transporte
a good target on the basis of theoretical analysis
without mentioning the experimental observation t
inhibiting it in vivo does indeed cause the pyruva
concentration to rise, followed by osmotic shock a
probably, death [22].

A frequent difficulty in simulations of metaboli
pathways is the absence of experimentally determ
kinetic parameters for reverse reactions, especially
reactions considered to be irreversible. Normally
researcher has to choose between guessing the
meters for the reverse reaction from the equilibri
constant, or treating the reaction as irreversible. W
the equilibrium constant is very high, as with pyruva
kinase, one may expect it not to matter one way
the other, but when simulating theT. brucei model we
found that it did. The distribution of flux control wa
quite different in the two cases, with pyruvate tran
port, a step with no control at all with pyruvate kina
irreversible, becoming the second most important s
when pyruvate kinase was allowed to be reversi
This was a surprising result, and although resolv
it was not very important for theT. brucei model as
such, it was desirable to study the general implicat
that all metabolic models would need to be compo
entirely of reversible steps if they were to give va
predictions.

The explanation [23] of this apparent anoma
proved to be quite simple, and relates more to
practices of biochemists than to the underlying b
chemistry. There is no fundamental reason why an
reversible reaction should be insensitive to its prod
as one may readily see from the reversible form of
Michaelis–Menten equation [24]:

(1)v = kA e0 a − kPe0 p

1+ a
KmA

+ p
KmP

in which v is the rate,kA, kP, KmA andKmP are con-
stants,e0 is the total enzyme concentration, anda and
-

p are the substrate and product concentrations, res
tively. Assuming irreversibility means assuming th
the negative term in the numerator is negligible,
assuming insensitivity to product means assuming
only this but also that the term inp in the denomina-
tor is negligible. Many enzyme reactions are kno
that are irreversible for practical purposes but wh
are nonetheless inhibited by their products. In pr
tice, however, over many years metabolic models h
nearly always confused these two effects: enzym
that have been treated as irreversible have norm
been exempt from product inhibition as well.

In the case of the model of glycolysis inT. brucei,
making pyruvate kinase subject to inhibition by pyr
vate (but still irreversible) proved sufficient to rend
the behaviour indistinguishable from that with a fu
reversible equation for this enzyme [23]. Thus the
sence of product inhibition and not of reversibility w
responsible for the anomaly noted earlier [19]. Wha
important is transfer through the pathway of inform
tion about the concentrations of metabolites: adeq
regulation of any metabolic pathway requires mec
nisms for enzymes early in the pathway to receive
formation about the concentrations of metabolites
the end [23]. The simplest mechanism is provided
serial product inhibition of all the enzymes in the sy
tem, but although this can regulate fluxes quite a
quately it is very unsatisfactory for living systems b
cause variations in flux are accompanied by huge v
ations in metabolite concentrations. In practice, the
fore, living organisms virtually always obtain a mo
direct transfer of information by incorporating coop
ative feedback inhibition [25].

The human genome project is suggesting as m
as 30 000 human gene products as research targe
drug development. Testing all these will be extrem
expensive, with operation on a very large scale, an
will be essential to make efforts to restrict the nu
ber of targets to ones with a real chance of s
cess. Metabolic simulation, as discussed here, can
enormously to reduce the costs.
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